
BIOMETRIC AUTOMOTIVE SOLUTIONS

ON THE ROAD  
TO THE FUTURE



There are millions of vehicles all over the world that would benefit from secure biometric 
authentication and identification. Letting a car, truck, bus or another vehicle know  
exactly who is driving or riding it, opens up an endless amount of opportunities. 

The relationship between people and cars can be  
special and the choice of car often reflects our  
personality. By adding biometric solutions, you further 
increase the ability to customize your car and your 
way of driving. It becomes an extension of you.

In a workplace where different drivers on different 
shifts use the same vehicle, our biometric solutions 
could solve both driving comfort and attendance 
issues. Is the right person driving the right vehicle 
for the right amount of time? The applications and 
advantages of biometrics are endless. And wouldn’t 

it be great if all kids were identified when entering 
a school bus, sending a notification to the parents 
after arriving safely to school?

Introducing FPC ActiveIRIS® and FPC Touchless  
platform now adds the possibility of having more 
than one biometric modality in a vehicle. In combination 
with Fingerprints’ well-established FPC Touch 
Platform we can now offer secure and even more 
convenient multimodal biometric solutions for 
authentication and identification to the automotive 
industry.

BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY PUTS  
YOU IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT



PERSONALIZATION
Giving you the best drive that you ever had is closely connected to comfort and convenience. With a  
biometric solution the car knows exactly who’s driving, and will adjust the settings to your preference. 
Letting your audio book or favorite playlist start where you left off, even after someone else has been 
driving the car.

PAYMENT
Stop searching for coins or your wallet when approaching the road tollbooth or the parking lot. A biometric 
solution makes these situations much faster, more convenient and a more secure.

INSURANCE
When signing an insurance policy for your car you can get a lower rate when you limit the use to one  
driver, a driver with a spotless “track record” or to drivers over a certain age. If the insurance company 
knows exactly who is driving a certain car the fees can be adapted and personalized.

SECURITY / MONITORING
We understand that trucking companies live by strict rules and regulations for how long a driver is  
allowed to drive before a break is needed. If the truck knows who is driving and by what rules the driver  
has to follow we add security to the roads.

ACCESS
Biometric technology will revolutionize the way the clients access rental or car pool vehicles. You restrict 
access, and set car functions and features depending on who’s driving it. This can be particularly useful when 
your son or daughter want to borrow your car. Why not limit the maximum speed or cut down on the horsepower? 



For more information please visit www.fingerprints.com

FEATURES THAT ADD EXTRAORDINARY VALUE

READY WHEN YOU ARE
Open with just a quick touch or look. Through the multimodal biometric technology features 
of FPC ONETOUCH® or FPC ONELOOK™ your vehicle instantly recognizes you.

NEVER LETS YOU DOWN
The FPC EVOTOUCH™ and FPC EVOLOOK™ add features that make your vehicle even 
smarter. Simply enroll once and you’re ready. Every time you touch it or give it a look,  
it learns something new about you and evolves with you. 

READY, STEADY, GO
FPC TOUCH’N’ROLL® and FPC LOOK’N’ROLL™ ensure you an easy setup and a smooth 
first-time user experience. You’re in control right from the start.

BE SAFE EVERYWHERE
Anti-spoofing has never been better. The multimodal features FPC SAFETOUCH® and  
FPC SAFELOOK™ brings you an even higher level of security, far beyond PIN codes and  
passwords.

THE FASTEST UNLOCK YOU EVER MADE
With FPC QUICKTOUCH® it takes less than 0.1 seconds to verify your fingerprint and  
trigger activities.

YOUR TOUCH FROM ANY ANGLE
FPC 360TOUCH® allows the sensor to read and match your fingerprint from any angle  
with outstanding accuracy, precision and performance. 


